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1 Introduction to Matlab

� a = 1;

Assignment (=); Enter to run command

; to suppress output

Variable names: Must start with a letter; can only include letters,
numbers, or (underscore)

Capitalization matters: after a = 1, A is still undefined

� Arithmetic operations: +, -, *, /, ^

� Arrays that are row (1× n) and column (n× 1) vectors:

x = [1 2 3 4]; z = [-1, -2, -3, -4];, y = [5; 6; 7; 8]

� Transpose: x2 = x’ (single quote)

� Component-wise arithmetic:

Scalar-array: x + 3, 2*x, z .^ 2

Array-array: x + z, x .* z, z .^ x

� Elements of arrays:

Select a single element: x(1) (first value in x), z(2)

Select multiple elements: x([1, 2, 3]) or x([1:3])

� Functions that operate on arrays:

sum, mean, median, std, min, max, sort . . .
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� Generating (row) vectors of equally spaced numbers

Range and increment separated by colons: a = 0:10; b = 0:0.5:10;

linspace: a = linspace(0, 10, 11); b = linspace(0, 10, 21);

� Other built-in functions: sqrt, exp, log (base e), log10, sin (argument
in radians! – or sind for degrees), cos, tan, asin, round, . . .

� help function name

� Define your own one-line function (‘anonymous function’):

f = @(x) x - cos(x);

c = 1; f(c)

Functions can be applied to an array: f(z)

� Plots

u = 1:40; v = log(u); plot(u, v)

Adjust markers and line: plot(u, v, ’*’), plot(u, v, ’:*’)

Labels: xlabel(’Day’); ylabel(’Tons’); title(’Example’)

examples of character strings (between two single quotes)

Change plot limits: axis([0 10 -1 3])

Export plots: print -dpng plot name (or -dpdf, etc.)

� Multiple curves in same plot:

plot(u, v, u+1, v.^2); legend(’one’, ’two’)

or plotyy(u, v, u+1, v.^2) (makes separate y axes)

� Other plot types:

bar(u, v)

hist(v)

� To get a quick sense of what a function looks like: ezplot(@log), ezplot(f)

� Function files

First-line syntax:

function [output1 output2] = function name(input1, input2)

Must be saved as function name.m

Have their own internal workspace (variable names); only interact
with the main workspace via inputs and outputs

Example: sinepower.m

E.g. sinepower([1, 2], [4, 3]) [vectorization – finds both sin4(1)
and sin3(2) in one call]

help sinepower [documentation]

Example with branching (an if. . . then statement) spot.m
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� Explanatory comments (include them!) follow %

Each function or script should have a header comment that explains
what it does

� Script files: also .m, but don’t start with the word function

Series of Matlab commands carried out in order when name of script
is typed

Same effect as typing the commands in sequence (no separate workspace
created)

Example: plotdemo.m

Plotting multiple graphs on the same plot

legend to identify lines on a plot

� See https://www.mathworks.com/help/matlab/matlab-unit-test-framework.
html for how to write a test suite for a function or script

This is simpler in Octave; see https://wiki.octave.org/Tests

2 Program control

� Matlab if statement – see spot.m for an example

� Matlab for statement – repeats a block of code a given number of times,
e.g.

for i = 1:10

x = i*pi

end

� mynewton.m carries out n iterations of Newton’s method

� If we want only to carry out enough iterations to get close to x∗, we can use
a Matlab while statement, which repeats a block of code until a certain
statement is true:

i = 0; x = 0;

while x < 30

i = i + 1;

x = i*pi

end

� Logic operators: == (equality), ∼=, >, <, >=, <=, & (and), | (or)
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� mynewton while.m carries out iterations of Newton’s method until the two
most recent iterations give values of x that are almost the same (less than
tol difference from each other).

It is possible for this function to never return (if Newton’s method
doesn’t converge). If this happens, press CTRL+c to terminate it.

3 Symbolic computations

� In this course and in engineering generally, we’ll mostly be numerically
evaluating functions such as square roots and logarithms. However, Mat-
lab can do some algebra and calculus to get symbolic expressions for so-
lutions without first converting to numbers:

syms x y %declare variables as symbolic

f = cos(x) - sqrt(3*x)

subs(f,pi/2) %find f(x) for the given value of x

g = log(y);

h = compose(g, f) %creates a new function h(x) = g(f(x))

g1 = diff(g); %differentiate

G = int(g); %integrate

subs(G, 1) %integral of g from 0 to 1 -- or int(g, 0, 1)

solve(f) %tries to solve f(x) = 0 for x

p = x^2 * (x - 3) %polynomial in x

p1 = expand(p) %expanded form

p2 = factor(p) %factorized form

solve(p)

4 Matrices and linear algebra

� 2-D arrays in Matlab can represent matrices

Enter a 3× 3 matrix: A = [-1 0 3; 2 5 0; 0 2 1];

size(A)

Matrix main diagonal (from upper left to lower right): diag(A)

Commands for creating matrices:

B = zeros(3);

C = ones(3);

D = eye(3); %identity matrix

E = rand(3); %matrix with random numbers between 0 and 1

Usually, names of matrix variables in programs start with capital
letters, while vectors and scalars use lowercase letters.
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� Operations with matrices:

Matrix-scalar: A + 2, , 3 * A, A / 4, A .^ 2

Matrix-matrix (element-wise): A + C, A .* D

Matrix transpose: F = A’; (C = AT means that bij = aji)

� Functions of matrices

Vector and matrix norms: norm(v), norm(A) (2-norm by default)

Matrix determinant: det(A)

Matrix condition number: cond(A) (equal to norm(A)*norm(inv(A))

)

� Matrix multiplication

A*D, D*A %same as A, since D is an identity matrix

C*E

Definition:
C = AB : cij =

∑
k

aikbkj

Number of rows in B must equal number of columns in A.

A^2 is equivalent to A*A

� Matrix inverse

Definition: Z is an inverse of A (denoted A−1) iff AZ = ZA = I (an
identity matrix)

In Matlab: Z = inv(A) %can verify A*Z and Z*A are identity

matrices

� Solving linear systems

Matlab’s basic command for solving linear systems is backslash: x =

A \ b or x = linsolve(A, b) will return a vector x that solves Ax = b

� Matrix factorizations

U = chol(A) – Cholesky factorization of A, A = UTU where U is
upper triangular. Gives an error unless A is symmetric (issymmetric(A))
and positive definite.

[L, U, P] = lu(A) – permuted LU factorization of A, LU = PA,
where L is unit lower triangular, U is upper triangular, and P is a per-
mutation matrix

� To help you understand how matrix operations can be used to solve linear
systems and how to do basic matrix operations in Matlab:

Find and download Cleve Moler’s function lugui.m and try it with a
couple of matrices from the class examples
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Get bslashtx.m and lutx.m from Moler’s Experiments with Matlab
website and read through them to see how they implement Gauss elimi-
nation with pivoting

5 Eigenvalues and eigenvectors

� [eigenvectors eigenvalues] = eig(A)

The eigenvectors output is a matrix with each column giving the
eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue given in the main diagonal of
the eigenvalues matrix.

By convention, Matlab returns eigenvectors “normalized” to have 2-
norms of 1; keep in mind scalar multiple of an eigenvector is also an
eigenvector

You can check that A*eigenvectors == eigenvectors*eigenvalues,
which follows from the definition. In practice there will be a small dis-
crepancy, usually of the order of eps, because of roundoff error.

[eigenvalues] = eig(A) to return only a vector with the eigenval-
ues

� The quadratic eigenvalue problem and some other generalized eigenvalue
problems can be solved numerically using polyeig

6 Numerical differentiation

� Useful functions for calculating finite differences from a series of function
values:

diff

gradient

� In Matlab, the derivative of a cubic spline that goes through given function
values can be obtained as

p = spline(x, fx);

p_der = p;

p_der.order = 3;

p_der.coefs = p.coefs(:, 1:3);

p_der.coefs(:, 1) = p.coefs(:, 1) * 3;

p_der.coefs(:, 2) = p.coefs(:, 2) * 2;

df = ppval(p_der, x0); %estimate of f’(x0)

(Octave has a built-in function ppder to do this.)
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7 Numerical integration

� quad (or integral) an adaptive composite Simpson rule algorithm

� quadgk adaptive Gauss quadrature

� trapz composite trapezoid rule using only the given function values

� In Matlab, the antiderivative of a piecewise cubic interpolating function
can be obtained as

p = spline(x, y); %or p = pchip(x, y); for a different piecewise cubic interpolation

p_int = p;

p_int.order = 5;

p_int.coefs(:, 1) = p.coefs(:, 1) / 4;

p_int.coefs(:, 2) = p.coefs(:, 2) / 3;

p_int.coefs(:, 3) = p.coefs(:, 3) / 2;

p_int.coefs(:, 4) = p.coefs(:, 4);

p_int.coefs(:, 5) = 0;

for i = 2:(numel(x)-1)

p_int.coefs(i, 5) = polyval(p_int.coefs(i-1, :), x(i) - x(i-1));

end

I = ppval(p_int, b) - ppval(p_int, a); %integral of spline from a to b

(Octave has a built-in function ppint to do this.)

8 Ordinary differential equations

� Matlab has several numerical ODE integration functions. They all have
the same basic syntax, which uses the first-order vector form for ODE
systems. For example, to integrate the pendulum motion case in the
lecture notes from t = 0 to t = 10 given θ(0) = 0, θ′(0) = 0,

f = @(t, y) [y(2); -c*y(2) - (g/L)*sin(y(1)) + a*sin(Omega*t)];

[t, y] = ode45(f, [0 10], [0; 0]);

(The function odeToVectorField in Matlab’s Symbolic Toolbox can
convert higher-order ODEs into a first-order system.)

Matlab’s ode45 function uses a 4th order and a 5th order Runge-
Kutta method to get two estimates of y(t + h) at each step, which are
compared to change the step size adaptively.

� bvp4c can numerically solve a variety of boundary-value problems.

For example, to solve y′′−y = x+2 subject to the boundary conditions
y(x = 0) = 0 and y(x = 1) = 3 (written as a first-order system wth
z1 ≡ y, z2 ≡ y′, so that z′1 = z2, z

′
2 = z1 + x+ 2 and boundary conditions

z1(0) = 0, z1(1) = 3):
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dzdx = @(x, z) [z(2); z(1) + x + 2];

bc = @(za, zb) [za(1); zb(1) - 3];

sol = bvp4c(dzdx, bc, bvpinit([0 1], [1.5; 3]));

x = linspace(0,1); y = deval(sol,x); plot(x,y(1,:))

9 Interpolation

� Interpolating polynomial: p = polyfit(x, y, length(x)-1) (or fitting
GUI)

ynew = polyval(p, xnew)

� Cubic spline: spline (ppval). The boundary conditions are by default
not-a-knot, which keep the third derivative continuous across the first and
last knots.

� Shape-preserving piecewise cubic: pchip (an abbreviation of ‘piecewise
cubic Hermite polynomial interpolation‘; same syntax as spline)

� Linear interpolation: interp1 (can also do other methods)

10 Regression

� If the function type is a polynomial in x, can use polyfit

� In general for a linear regression problem, can form the design matrix and
then solve the normal equations (actually, better to use beta = A \ y

[which gives the least-squares approximate solution for the overdetermined
linear system], without forming ATA explicitly).

Example: Suppose the function form is f(x) = β1 + β2e
x + β3e

−x.
Given data x, y, the parameters can be fitted with

x = [0 1 2 3 4 5]’;

y = [1.2 1.8 2.9 3.3 5.4 16.2]’;

A = [ones(size(x)) exp(x) exp(-x)];

betaOptimal = A \ y;

which returns β1 = 1.37, β2 = 0.10, β3 = −0.10.

beta = regress(y, A) in the Statistics Toolbox will fit a linear
model by least squares. It can also return confidence intervals for the
regression parameters and the regression R2

� fminsearch offers one possibility in Matlab for finding the least squares
parameter values with a nonlinear regression model.

Example: Suppose the function form is f(x) = β1e
−β2x. Given data

x, y, the parameters can be fitted with
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x = [1 2 3 4 5]’;

y = [2.3 1.3 0.3 1.1 1.6]’;

rss = @(beta) sum((beta(1)*exp(-beta(2)*x) - y) .^ 2);

betaOptimal = fminsearch(rss, [1; 1]);

which returns β1 = 1.88, β2 = 0.13.

� As another example, consider a system whose displacement as a function
of time follows the equation

y(t) = a1 sin(ωt) + a2 cos(ωt).

t 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
y 1.11 0.75 −0.44 −1.14 −0.59 0.61 1.14

To estimate a1 and a2 using linear least squares fitting to the values given
above if it is known that ω = 1.1,

omega = 1.1;

t = (1:7)’;

y = [1.11 0.75 -0.44 -1.14 -0.59 0.61 1.14]’;

B = @(x) [sin(omega*x) cos(omega*x)]; %basis functions for regression

A = B(t); %design matrix -- values of the basis functions at the given points

p = A \ y

p =

1.11281

0.26964

To visualize the fit:

f = @(x) B(x)*p;

t_fit = (1:0.1:7)’;

y_fitted = f(t_fit);

plot(t_fit, y_fitted, t, y, ’s’)

xlabel(’t’); ylabel(’y’); legend(’fit’, ’measured’)

axis([0.5 7.5])

%we can also determine quantities such as

RSS = sum((y - A*p) .^ 2);

TSS = sum((y - mean(y)) .^ 2);

R2 = 1 - RSS/TSS; %0.99993

n = numel(y); m = size(A, 2);

AIC = n*log(RSS/n) + 2*m*n/(n-m-1);

In this case we can see that the fit is already quite good, and R2 is high.

We could try improve the fit by also fitting ω. This would no longer be a
linear regression problem so we would not be able to use linear algebra to
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find the least-squares solution. To estimate ω along with a1 and a2 using
nonlinear least squares fitting:

%given omega, we can find least-squares [a; b] by linear regression, as before

a_b_fit = @(omega) [sin(omega*t) cos(omega*t)] \ y;

%fitted residual sum of squares for any given omega

RSS = @(omega) norm(y - [sin(omega*t) cos(omega*t)]*a_b_fit(omega))^2;

%nonlinear minimization of RSS over different omega

%starting from the value above as an initial guess

omega_fit = fminsearch(RSS, omega);

%1.1040

a_b = a_b_fit(omega_fit);

%1.11689

%0.25161

R2 = 1 - RSS(omega_fit)/TSS; %0.999997

The results are similar (though not identical) to before, because our fitted
ω is very similar to the previously given one.

11 Root finding

� Matlab has a built-in function fzero that tries to find a root of any func-
tion you give it by using a combination of the methods given here that
aims to be both fast (few iterations) and reliable. Type help fzero to
learn more about how to use it.

12 Optimization

� fminbnd

� fminsearch (can also be used for optimization across multiple variables,
as we did for nonlinear least squares problems)

� contour or contourf or surf can help visualize a function of 2 variables
(which can be useful for choosing a good starting point for optimization):

f = @(x, y) sin(x - y/2) .* cos(x + y);

xvals = linspace (-10, 10); %default is 100 points

yvals = linspace (-2*pi, 2*pi);

[X, Y] = meshgrid (xvals, yvals);

Z = f(X, Y);

contour(X, Y, Z); colorbar
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